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by means of which order could be maintained and obedience
to imperial authority even in the absence of the Emperor.
One part of his plan consisted in the closer union of the
two countries by the appointment of Germans to Italian
bishoprics, and the arrangement of marriage alliances between
German and Italian noble families. Two of these marriages
deserve mention because of their later importance; that of
Boniface of Canossa (who had been made marquis of Tuscany
on Rainier's death in 1030) with Beatrice of Lorraine, and
that of marquis Azzo of Este with Kunigunda, heiress to the
Welf estates in Suabia and ancestress of all the Welfs to
come.
The particular conditions in Italy at the time of his Civil war
second visit gave him an opportunity of which he was quick J^^*
to make use.    The noble families in Italy (apart from the and the
marquises and counts), who dominated in the towns as well valvassore
as in the countryside, had become divided into two classes—
the greater vassals or capitanei and the lesser vassals or
valvassores.1   The former had full disposal of their posses-
sions, which was denied to the latter, who began to form
associations to obtain their independence;   a regular civil
war developed, especially in the Milanese province, where
the valvassores by force of numbers succeeded in defeating
the archbishop and the capitanei.    This civil war was the
principal cause of Conrad's expedition at the end of 10.36. Conrad's
His inclinations were naturally on the side of the valvassores^
partly owing to his support of the hereditary principle even of the
for the lesser nobility, which he had already displayed in
Germany, and partly because of the opportunity given to
him to reconcile to himself a numerous military class which
had formerly been antagonistic to the German occupation.
By the famous edict of 1037 he gave them what they wanted
—security of tenure and the hereditary succession of their
fiefs.
Conrad thus changed the character of imperial govern-
ment in Italy. By introducing Teutonic blood into the
bishoprics and marquisates and by ensuring the fidelity of
lThe distinction between tenants-in-chief and mesnc tenants, between
barons and knights, in England -will give some idea of the distinction between
these two classes, about whom see Dr. C. W. Previt£-Orton in Cambridge
Medieval History, vol. V, p. 217,

